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Containers. The concept of containers is crucial to MLA style. When the source being documented forms part of
a larger whole, the larger whole can be thought of as a container that holds the source. For example, a short
story may be contained in an anthology. The short story is the source, and the anthology is the container.

MLA 7 Basics: Quick Guide
MLA 7 Basics: Quick Guide . Don't want to cite by hand? Search and cite automatically with EasyBib! 1.
Choose Source Type Website. Book. Journal. Newspaper. Cite This . Note: MLA abbreviates all months except
for May, June and July. For example, “February” is “Feb.” ...

MLA Style Guide Quick & Easy
Reference Books. If the article or entry is signed, place the author's name first; if it is unsigned, give the title
first. For well-known reference works, it is not necessary to include full publication information. Include only
the title of the reference source, edition, and date of publication.

MLA 8 Quick Reference Guide
The MLA now recommends a universal set of guidelines that writers can apply to any source and gives writers
in all fields—from the sciences to the humanities—the tools to intuitively document sources.

MLA Quick Reference Guide, Eighth Edition
MLA Quick Reference Guide, Eighth Edition Creation: Spring 2017 Document Summary: Provides a brief
overview of MLA guidelines and changes to the eighth edition of the MLA Handbook. This document is not
intended to be a complete reference, but it does provide guidelines for the most common elements used by
students when writing research

About MLA
MLA 8th Edition updated in 2016. Guide includes library sources and resources direct from Modern Language
Association online.

MLA 8th Edition Quick Guide
MLA Style Guide, 8th Edition: MLA 8th Edition Quick Guide. This LibGuide reflects the changes to MLA
style as directed by the MLA Handbook, Eighth Edition. About MLA; Works Cited entries: What to Include ...
mla_handbook_8th_edition, mla_paper, mla_style, modern_language_association, quotations, quotes,
works_cited | ...

SCRA

SCRA-MLA Quick Reference Guide. It acts as both a basic learning aid and a resource which defines the rules
for each law, and the differences between the two. When reviewing a servicemember or dependent, basic
questions include what is covered, who is covered, interest rates, terms and conditions, how to identify covered
borrowers and more.

Research Guides: MLA Quick Reference Guide (8th ed ...
MLA Quick Reference Guide (8th ed.): Document Your Sources MLA 8th Edition updated in 2016. Guide
includes library sources and resources direct from Modern Language Association online.
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MLA 7 Reference Guide www.easybib.com Interview YOU CAN ALSO AUTOMATICALLY CITE YOUR
SOURCES FOR FREE AT WWW.EASYBIB.COM Ex: Last, First M. “Speech.” Meeting / Organization.
Location. Date. Description. Lecture / Speech MLA Ex: MLA Interviewee. “Title.” Interview by interviewer.
Publication information.

